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Abstract. This paper shruws th;at Tamnki-Sate’s unfold/fold transformation of Prolog programs 
preserves equivalence in a stronger serxe than chat of the usual least Herbrand model semantics, 
which Tam&i and Sato originally showed. Conventionally, the semantics of Prolog pro 
defined by the least Herbrand model. However, the least Herbrand model does not atways 
characterize what answer substitutions are returned. This paper proves that any program obtained 
from an initial program by applying Tamaki-Sato’s transformation returns the same answer 
substitutions as the initial program for any given top-level goal. 
The effectiveness of the unfold/fold rules in program transformation was first 
demonstrated in [ 11 for functional programs. anna and Waldinger [8] indepen- 
dently proposed a program synthesis method based on similar rules. Because the 
purpose of program transformation is to mechanically derive programs which 
perform the same task, one of the important properties of such program transforma- 
tion rules is preservation of equivalence. An equivalence relation between programs 
is defined based on the semantics of the programs. Different semantics can give 
different notions of equivalences (cf. [7]). Tamaki and Sato [9,1&l I] proposed 
unfold/fold rules for Prolog programs that preserve equivalence in the sense of the 
least Herbrand model semantics, which is tht conventional semantics of Prolog 
programs. However, the least Werbrand model semantics does not always character- 
ize what answer substitutions are returned. For example, consider the following two 
Prolog programs P, and P2 : 
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rogram, P,, is a program satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(a) PO is divided into two disjoint sets of clauses, PneW and POld. The predicates 
defined by icatcs, while those by Pold are cal!ed oljlgre&i;te.s. 
(Is) The new predicates never appear in Pold nor in the bodies of the clauses in P,,, . 
Let PO = (C, , C,, C,} be an initial program, where 
an 
new predicate. 
= { C3). Then “ap” is an old predicate, while “insert” is a 
ing). Let Pi be a program, C be a clause in Pi, A be an atom 
Ck be all the clauses in Pi whose heads are 
unifiable with A, say by mgus &, B2, . . . , Ok. Let C: be the result of applying 
in C with the body of Ci. Then Pi+l=(P;-{C])U 
C is called the unfolde clause and C,, C,, . . . , Ck are called 
be the above program. y unfolding C3 at atom “ap( U, V, 
= {C,, G,, C4, C,} is obtained, w 
Cd: i ) :- a ) . 
5: i ) :-a ) ,a )* 
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By unfolding C4 and &Is further, program ={C,, C,, C,, Cb} and p3= 
{e, , C2, C6, C’,) are obtained, where 
Cl,: insert(X, M, [ 
C,: insert( Nl) :-apt U V, 1, ap( U, [X [ V], N). 
lding ). Let be a program, C be a clause in Pi a,T the form 
be a clause in 
(+-BJ3~ ,..., & (m>O). 
Suppose that there exists a substitution 8 satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) B, 8 = Ai!, &O = AJz, - l . , B,,,8 = A, ,,,, where j, , j,, . . . , j,, are different natural 
numbers. 
(b) For each variable appearing only in the body of 0, 8 substitutes a distinct 
variable not appearing in (&@, AO, A,, . . . , A,) - ( , , Ai:, . . . , A,,,,}. 
(c) is the only clause in Pnew whose head is unifiable with 
(d) Either the predicate of C’s head is an old predicate, or C is unfolded at least 
once in the sequence PO, P,, . . . , Pi. 
Let C’ be a clause with head A, and body { &0} v ({A,, AZ, . . . , 
IAj19 Ajz9*** 9 Aj,,,l). men pi+1 =(Pj-{C})u{C'}.C is called the folded clause and 
D is called the folding clause. 
@z 2.6. Let P3 be the above program. Fhen, by folding the body of C7 by C3, 
program P4 = (C, , Cz, C,, C8} is obtained, where 
cjj: ], [ YI IV]) :- insert(X, 
2.7 ( Transformation sequence). Let PO be an initial program, and Pi+i be 
a program obtained from Pi by ap lying e&her unfolding or folding for i 2 0. The 
sequence of programs PO, P, , . . . , PN is called a transformation sequence starting 
jkorn PO. 
The sequence PO, , P4 in Examples 2.2, 2. 
transformation sequence starting from PO in Example 2.2. Note 
?- insert(X, [ Y], N), these five programs return the same ?~=~Je 
This section 5rst introduces seve 
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3.1. PkWf tree 
ecause we need to consider what answer substitutions are 
ore refined notions of proof trees are neces 
ue to the strategy in nondeterministically selec 
resolved. 
itio abelled tree). A labelled tree is a finite tree whos nodes are labelled 
ns of the form “A = B”, where A and B are 
of all the labels of llabelled tree T is called the label set of 
of iabelled tree T is called the size of T. 
number of nodes 
iti .2 (Most general uni$er oja labelled tree). Let T be a labelled tree and 
E={A,= B,,A2=Bs ,..., Ak= Bk} be the label set of T. Then T (or E) is said to 
bfi .,%.‘c_-cl.lh “k u#IIJcuuc~ \vheri there exists a substitution u such t’nat Aia and B,o are identical. 
for all i = 1,2, . . . , k A substitution 7 is called the most general uniJier of T (or E) 
when 7 is the most general substitution among such substitutions. 
nition 3.3 (Most general unijier of substitutions). Substitutions q, cr2, . . . , q, 
are said to be unifiable when there exists a substitution a such that, for each 0, 
there exists a substitution 7j satisfying G = ciri. A substitution 7 is called the most 
general unifier of u, , a?, . . . , un when r is the most general substitution among such 
substitutions. 
(Proof tree). Let P be a program, T be a Pabelled tree and 
be its immediate subtrees. The labelled tree T is called a proof tree 
of atom A with answer substitution a by P when there exists a clause C in P of the 
form B:-B,, B2 ,..., B,, such that 
(a) A and B are unifiable, say by an mgu 8, 
(b) the root node of T is labelled with “A = B”, 
(4 T,, Tz,..., T,, are proof trees of B, , B2,. . . , B,, with answer substitutions 
Ok by P respectively, and 
u is the restriction of an mgu of 8, q ,u2, . . . , q, to the variables in A. 
C is called the clause used at the root of T, and TI, T2, . . . , T, are called 
ate subproofs of T. Proof trees are denoted by T and S, possibly with 
primes and subscripts. 
be the program of Example 2.2. Then proof tree T, of 
ith answer substitution (N+[X, Y]j 57 PO is depicted below: 
“hm(X, [ Y], N) = hwxt(X,, M(-j, XJ’ 
/’ \ 
‘*WC 41, VO, MJ = ap([ 1, M, , M,)” “94 G, [%I V,l, 44 = ap([ I, 
of “‘inss 
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is depicted below: 
“insert(X, [ Y], N ) = insert( X0, Mo, NJ’ 
/ \ 
“w( h h M,,) = apW,IU W. PW,])” ‘W hr I&l V,,l, 4,) = ap([X,$-,I, M,, [X$V,])” 
I i 
“apL&, M,, NJ = ap([ I, M3, M,)” “ap(&, M,, N,b =ap([ 1, M,, MJ. 
( Pro~fforest ). Let P be a program, and TI, T2, . . . , T,, be proof trees 
‘9*--v A,, with answer substitutions cl, a,, . . . , o;, by P. A multiset 
F={T,, T,,..., T,} is called a proof forest of atom sequence A,, A,, . . . , A,, with 
answer substitution 7 by P when 7 is an mgu of cl, (~2, . . . , a,,. Proof trees 
T,, T,,**•, T,, are called the component proof trees of F. Proof forests are denoted 
by F, possibly with primes and subscripts. 
Exam@ 3.7. Let PC, be the program of Example 2.2. hen proof forest F, of 
atom sequence “ap( &, VI, [ Y]), ap( UI,, [XlV,,], A!)” with answer substitution 
(I_&=[ 1, V&[Y], N+[X, Y]) by PO is depicted below: 
“ad h, V& [ Yl) = ap<[ I, M, , M, )” “a~( &I, [xlVol, W = ap([ 1, Al,, M,)". 
Proof forest F2 of atom sequence “ap( UO, V,, [ Y]), ap( UO , [X 1 V,], IV)” with answer 
substitution (I&+[ Y], V&[ 1, N+[ Y, X]) by PO is depicted below: 
WC 41, Vn, E Yl! = ap([X, 1 L,], M, , [X, 1 NJ)” “aP(~~,[XIv~l,N)=ap([X,)L,], M,,[X,(N,])" 
“ap( L,, M, , W) = ap([ 1. M,, MJ “ap&, 6, N,) =ap([ 1, M4, MJ 
(Success et). Let P be a program. The set of all the atom-substitution 
pairs (A, o) such that there exists a proof tree of A with answer substitution u by 
P is called the selccess set of P, and denoted by M(P). 
Note that the success set characterizes rolog programs more precisely than the 
least Herbrand model. In the following discussion, we consider preservation of the 
success set in place of the least Herbrand model. 
T is a proof tree of atom A with answer substitution u if and only if g is 
the restriction of an mgu of the label set of T to the variables in 
Let “A = Ao” be the label of the root node of T, an 
T. Kawamura, iY Kanamori 
for some rubstitutio s A and Ai for i=lA..,n. Further, o,ist 
sub&t-Gtion among such substitutions, since r is most general. 
definition of mgu of substitutions, oO is an mgu of 8, ol, a,, . . . , 
restriction of 7 les in A. Then c is t 
a,, c2, l l l 3 fl?l, the restriction of o. 
is a proof tree o er substitution G. 
The “only if” pa oved by induction on the struct proof trees as 
follows. Let T1, T2, . m . , T, be T’s immediate subproofs of 
answer substitutions u,. By the induction hypothesi is the restriction 
of an mgu of the la f T to the variables in Ai for i = 1,2, . l l , n. From the 
definition of proof tree, G is the restrictisn of a mgu of 0, t71,0i,Wg=,~n to the 
variables in A, and t e variables in A never appea nthelabelsetsofT,, T2,-, L 
Thus, a is the restriction of an mgu of the label set of T to the variables in ,4. q 
. Let E be the label set of a proof tree T, “A = B” be an element of E, 
e an mgu of A and B. Then, substitution 67 is an mgu of E if ccnd only if r is 
an mguof (E-i 
roof. Obvious. 0 
3.2. Partial correctness 
Let PO and Pi be Prolog programs such that Pi is obtained from PO by applying 
the transformation rules. A transformation of Prolog program is said to be partially 
correct when Jtl( PO) 2 JY( Pi) holds. This subsection proves partial correctness. 
Let Pi be a program and C be a clause in P. Let C’ be a clause obtaizd 
C by permuting the atoms in the body of C, and P: be (Pi - CC>) v $2’). Then 
Let T be a proof tree by Pi, and T’ be a proof tree obtained from T by 
permuting the subproofs of the atoms in the body of C according to the permutation 
C to C’ when clause C is used at the node. Then, this correspondence gives 
a one-to-one correspondence between Ju( Pi) and Ju( P!). Cl 
This lemma implies 
the clauses in program 
the sclccess et of 
that we can arbitrarily rearrange the atoms in the bodies of 
Pi before applying the next transformation rule while keeping 
a program, and T be a proof tree of atom AtI by Pi. Let T’ be 
tained fro by replacing 0 in the iejt-hand side of the root label 
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be a program, T be a proof tree of a tom with answer substitution 
substitution for the variables in that 0 and a are unijable. 
Let T’ the labelled tree obtained from T by repla the left-hand side of the 
root label with en ’ is a proof tree of 
Obvious. Cl 
PN be a transformation segue 
a) be an atom-substitution pair in .A%( Pi+,), and T be a proof tree 
of A with answer substituti- dn v by Pi+t * By induction on the structure of T, we 
will construct a proof tree T’ of A with answer substitution o by Pi. Let C be the 
clause used at the root of T. 
Case 1: C is in Pi. Let C be of the form A,:-A,,A,,...,A, (n>O) and 
TA,, TAy-*, TA, be T’s immediate subproofs of A,, A*, . . . , A,,. By the induction 
hypothesis, there exist proof trees T&, T&, . . . , Ta,, of A,, AZ,. . . , A, by Pi with 
the same answer substitutions as TA,, TA2,. . . , TA,8. Let T’ be a proof tree obtained 
by putting the root node labelled with “A = Ao” over T& , T&, . . . , T>,, . Then, 
from the definition of answer substitution, u is an answer substitution of T’. I-!ence 
T’ is a proof tree of A with answer substitution u by Pi (see Fig. 1). 
“A = &” 
pi+1 : 
/ \ 
TA,, TA2,-, TA,, 
induction 
U 
“A = ,&” 
Pi: / \ 
1 ‘X,, T&,.=‘, TL, 
Fig. 1. Construction of proof tree for Case 1. 
Case 2: C is th t of unfolding a clause C’ in Pi L Let 
of the form A,:- A, (n > 0) and 13 be the un 
Bn:-B,, Bz,. .., B, (m 3 0). From Lemma 3.11, without loss 
and B,, are unifiable, say by an mgu 0, a 
First, let Tel@, . . . , TB,,,H, TA2e,. . . , TA,,e be T’S i 
! 46 WAmurA, 1 Kanamori 
lab4 sr;*i of Tb,er . . . , T&*, T>,,@ and {A = X,0}. From ke 
is *r& restriction an mgu of El to the variables in A. 
a 3.12, there exist proof trees T)R, . . . , Tb,,, a ,,... J-x,, of 
A, by P, such that they are identical to T&,, . . . , T)R,,,@, 
e left-hand sides of the root labeis. Let T& be a proof 
root node labelled with “A, = S’R , . . . , Tb * 
tained by putting a root node label1 “A’= A(,” ovk 
’ be the label set of 
ntica! to (!I’- 
o the variables 
in A, since 9 does not substitute any term for the variables in A. TSren, from Lemma 
3.9, T’ is a proof tree of A with answer substitution a y P, (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. Construction of proof tree for Case 2. 
C&e 3: C is ?ke result of_folding a clause C’ in Pj. Let C’ be the folded clause of 
the form A():-A,, A?, . . . , A,, (n > 0) and D be the folding clause of the form 
&-81, I%,..., I?,,, (m > 0). From Lemma 3.11, without loss of generality, we can 
assume that Al,. . . , A,,, are instances of B,, . . . , B,,j, say by an instantiation 8, and 
C is of the form 
A, :- Bdt A,,,+,  . . .A,. 
First, let TB,,~, G,,,+, , l l . , T,,, be T’s immediate subproofs of B& L&,,+~, a l . , A,,. 
y the induction hypothesis. there exist proof trees T)H,,“, TA,,,+, , l . l , T>,. of &fk 
A m-kl, l l l , A,, by Pi with the same answer substitutions as THoH, TA,,,+, , l l l , TA,,- Let 
E, be the union of the label sets of T&,H, TL,,, +, , . . . , Ta,, and {A = A,}. From Lemma 
3.9, u is the restriction of an mgu of E, to the variables in A. 
Second, by the hypothesis d&(Pi) = A!( PO), there exists a proof tree SBoH of B,,@ 
by PO with tbd same answer substitution as T&,+ Because the predicate of B,,0 is 
a new predicate, the clause used at the ot of SR,,. is in P,,,. Further, by folding 
condition (c), this clause should be D. rice, the root label of SR,,B is “BoO = Bo”, 
and &,Js immediate subproofs are proof trees Sn,, . . . , SH,,, 
sets of $&,, Th,,,,, . . . , T>,, and 
ction of an mgu of F;? to the varia 
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Third, from Lemma 3.13, there exist proof trees S,, , . . . , SA,,, of A,, . . . , 
PO such that they s S,,, except for the left-hand sides of the 
root labels, since ,,,O = A,,, from folding condition ( 
union of the label sets of S,, , . . . . SA,,,) Ti,,,,, , . . . , Ti,, and {A = 
folding condition (b), E3 is identical to ( E2 - (BOO = &}) 8. From Lemma 3.10, a is 
the restriction of an mgu of E3 to the variables in A, sin does not substitute 
any term for the variables in A. (Let 7 be an mgu of A an o, and q, TV,. . . , q, 
be the answer substitutions of &,, SA2, . . . , SAm, Tf4,n+, , . . . , TkI1. en a is the 
restriction of an mgu of q, q ) r2, . . . , 7, to the variables in his is proved similarly 
to Lemma 3.9.) 
Last, again by the hypothesis &(Pi) = c (PO), there exist proof trees 
ofA I,**-, A,, by Pi with the same answer substitutions as &, , . . . , SA,,,. Let T’ be 
a proof tree obtained by putting a root node labelled with “PI = Ao” over 
G,,..., G,,,, TX.,,O... TJ,,, _ snd E’ be t!x label ss;i of T’, i.e., the union of the 
label sets of TL,, . . . , Ta,,, , TX.,,+, , . . . , TLl, and {A = A,}. Then a is the restriction 
of an mgu of E’ to the variables in A, since SA1,. . . , SA,,, and I..&, . . . , Tk,,, are 
proof trees with the same answer substitutions. Then, from Lemma 3.9, T’ is a proof 




G,,e, T4,,,+,9.. . 9 cl,, 
hypothesis 
8 
“A = AO” 
~~,,...,~a ,,,, TL,,,+,,*.*,TX,, 
“Bo8 = B;’ 
PO: 
S B, 9 l l l 3 sB,,, 
t hypothesis 
S A,,--*, sA,,, 
Fig. 3. Construction of proof tree for Case 3. 
3.3. Total correctness 
Let PO and Pi be Prolog progralus such chat k’i is obtained from PO by applying 
the transformation rules. A transformation of Prolog program is said to be totally 
correc! when JU ( PO) = .&( Pi) holds. T is subsection proves total correctness. First, 
several definitions are prepared. 
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Let PO be the initial program in Example 2.2, and T,, T” be proof 
trees in Example 3-5. Then w( TJ = 2 and w( T2) = 4. 
ight of atmz). Let PO be the initial program in transformation 
in atom, and CT be a substitution. The weight of A with answer 
noted by w( A, (T), is the minimum of the weight of the proof trees 
Let PO be the program in E>.ample 2.2, and T,, Tz be proof trees in 
Example 3.5. Then 
w(insert(X, [ Y], Z), (Z”%[X, Y])) = 2, 
because T1 is the minimum proof tree of “insert( X, [ Y], 2)” with answer substitution 
(Z+[X, Y]) by PO. Similarly, 
w(insert(X, [ Y], Z), (Z+[ Y, Xl)) = 4. 
eMtim 3.19 ( Weight of proofforest ). Let PO be the initial program in a transforma- 
tion sequence, F be a proof forest by PO, and T,, T,, . . . , T, be the component 
proof trees of F. Then the weight of F is defined as the sum of the Tl, Z, _ _. , T,‘s 
weights, i.e., w(F)=w(T,)+w(Tz)+-•+w(T,,). 
Let PO be the initial program in Example 2.2, and Fl, F-, be proof 
forests in Example 3.7. Then w( F,) = 2 and w( F2) = 4. 
efinition 3.21 (Weight of atom sequence). Let P9 be the initial program in a 
transformation sequence, A,, A,, . . . , A,, be an atom sequence, and r be a substitu- 
tio~. The weight of A,, A?, . . . , A,, with answer substitution a, denoted by 
WA, 3 AZ, l . . , A,*), T), is the minimum of the weight of the proof forests of 
&A!,..=, A, with answer substitution 7. 
. Let PO be the program in Example 2.2, and F, :: F2 be proof forests 
W(bPC u,, vo, i YIL apt u,, WI Vol, NH, (u,,*i 19 vo*c Yl, Ne=ix w = 2, 
because F, is the minimum qroof forest of “ap( U,, V,) [ I’]), ap( U,: [XI VJ, N)” 
with answer substitution ( U&[ 1, Vo+[ Y], Nt-[ X, Y]) by PO. Similarly, 
W(bP( u,, v,, Yl), ap( U,, [Xl Vo], AT)), ( Uo=[ Y], Vo*[ 1, NG=[ U, Xl)) = 4. 
The following notions, which are generalizations of those in [9], play an important 
role in the following proof. 
ubstitution for the vari 
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A, and C a clause in e of the form A, :- 
with A, say by an mgu q. Then clause is zalled i: descent c f atom A with 
answer substitution u in Pi when there exists a proof forest of 
answer substitution 7 by PO such lirdt 
(a) the restriction of an mgu of q and r to the variables in A is o, 
(b) w(A, S) 2 w((A,, AZ,. . . , A,,), T), and 
(cj w(A, a)> w((A,, AZ,. . . , A,,), 7) when C satisfies fol ing condition (dj. 
nition 3. (Weight completeness). Let Pi be a program in a transformation 
sequence starting from initial program P,. Then Pi is sa to be weight complete if 
and only if, for any atom-substitution pair (A, o) in M ), there exists a descent 
clause of A with answer substitution u in Pi. 
-_ *. 
The next three lemmas correspond to Lemmas 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13. 
a 3.25. Let Pi be a program and C be a clause in Pi. Let C’ be a clause obtained 
from C by permuting the atoms in the body of C, and Pi be (Pi -(C)j v (C’). Then 
Pi is weight complete if and only if PI is weight complete. 
roof. When i = 0, it is proved in the same way as the proof of Lemma 3.11. When 
i > 0, it is obvious. q 
This lemma implies that we can arbitrarily rearrange the atoms in the bodies of 
the clauses in program Pi before applying the next transformation rule while keeping 
weight completeness of Pi. 
a 3.26. Let PO be the initial program of a transformation sequence, and T be a 
proof tree of atom Ati with answer substitution o by PO. Let T’ be the labelled tree 
obtained from T by replacing A0 in the left-hand side of the root label with A. Then 
T’ is a proof tree of A by P,, and w(T) = w( T’). 
Obvious. Cl 
7. Let PO be the initial program of a transfo 
tree of atom A with answer substitution o by P,, 
and o are unifiable. Let T’ be the labelled tree obtained from T by 
left-hand side of the root IabeP wit en ’ is a proof tree 
w(T) = w( T’). 
. Obvious. Cl 
fter re a, we 
pso 7: Kawamura, II Kanamori 
e a program in a transformation sequence start 
prograx PO 9 and C be a clause in Pi. If C does not satisfy folding co 
the predicates of atoms in the body of C are old predicates. 
thesis, either C remains as it is during the transformation 
Pi, or C is introduced by folding. In the former case, the lemma 
obviously holds. In the latter case, there exists a clause C’ in some Pi 
C is the result of folding C’. Then C’ satisfied folding condition (d). 
condition is not affected by folding, C also satisfies the condition, which contradicts 
the hypothesis. Cl 
. Let Pi be a program in a transformation sequence starting from initial 
If pi is weight complete, then &( Pi) 2 JU( PO). 
The proof is by induction on atom-substitution pairs ordered by the following 
unded ordering >: (A, a) s (13, r) if and only if 
(a) w(A, G)> w(B, T), or 
(b) w( A, U) = w( B, T) and the predicate of A is a new predicate and the predicate 
of B is an old predicate. 
Let (A, a) be an atom-substitution pair in A( PO). Then there exists a descent clause 
C of A with answer substitution o in Pi, where C is a clause in Pi of the form 
44 A,,... 0 :- , A,, and q is an mgu of A and A+ From the definition of descent clause, 
w(A, 4 2 ~((4 3.. -3 An), 7) 
holds, where the restriction of an mgu of v and r to the variables in A is U. Let F 
be the minimum proof forest of A l,. . _, A,, with answer substitution r by PO and 
T,, l . * 9 T, be its component proof trees of A,, . . . , A, with answer substitutions 
Cl,..*, a,. Then 
w(A, 0)2 w((A,, AZ,. l l , A,), T) = W(F) 2 W( 5) = W(pL,, gj) 
holds. If w(A, a)> w(( l l l 3 A,), 7) holds, (A, IT) s (Aj, q) holds- If’ w(A, c) = 
w((A, 9 l l l , A,), T) holds, by condition (c) of descent clause, C does not satisfy 
folding condition (d). ence, from Lemma 3.28, no new predicate appears in 
that (A, U) > (Aj, Uj) holds. Hence, whichever holds, 
, cj) holds. Then by induction on >, (Aj, cj) is in A( Pi), and there 
exists a proof forest of Al, . . . , A,, with answer substitution r by Pi- Thus ( 
77~ initial program PO of a transformation sequence is weight complete. 
. Let (A, a) be an atom-substitution pair in A( PO), r be the minimum proof 
swer substitution CT by ), and C be the clause used at the root 
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Then, obviously C satisfies conditions (a), (b) of descent clause. In addition, C 
satisfies folding con ition (d) if and only if the predicate of C’s head is an old 
predicate. In that case, obviously condition (c) of descent clause is satisfied. Thus 
C is a descent clause of A with answer substitution a. 0 
emma 3.31. Let Pi be a program in a transformation sequence starting from initial 
program PO. 4f Pi is weight complete, then the next program Pi+ 1 in the sequence is 
also weight compkte. 
Let (A, G) be an atom-substitution pair in A( PO). Because Pi is weight 
complete, there exists a descent clause C of A with answer substitution a in Pi, 
where C is a clause of the form A,, :- A,, A?, . . . , ,I (n > 0) and A and A,, are 
unifiable, say by an mgu v. We will show that there also exists a descent clause of 
A with answer substitution G in Pi+ 1. 
Case 1: Cis in Pi+, . C is a descent clause of A with answer substitution u in P, + l. 
Case 2: C is unfolded. From Lemma 3.25, without loss of generality, we can 
assume that C is unfolded at A,. Since C is a descent clause, there exists a proof 
forest of Al,AZ,.. . , A, with answer substitution 7 by PO such that the restriction 
of an mgu of 7 and r to the variables in A is 0. Let F be the minimum prcof forest 
among such proof forests, and SA, , S,,, . . . , S,,, be F’s component proof trees with 
answer substitutions ol, 02,. . . , q, by PO. Further, since Pi is weight complete, 
there exists a descent clause L? of ,4i with answer substitution gl in Pi, where D is 
a clause of the form B,:- B, , . . . i B, (m 2 0) and A, and & are unifiable, say by 
an mgu 8. Let C’ be the result of unfolding C using D. Then C’ is of the form 
A,,8 :- B,O, l . . , B,,,e, A#, . . . , A,$. 
First, since D is a descent clause, there exists a proof forest of B, , . . . , B,,, with 
answer substitution r1 by PO such that the restriction of an mgu of 0 and 7l to the 
variables in A, is c) , . Let F, be the minimum proof forest among such proof forests, 
&, , _ ?. , SB,,, be F;‘s component proof trees, and E, be the union of the label sets 
of SR,,=~SQ &;,,=.SA,, and {A=&,& = B,,}. From Lemma 3.9, u is the 
restriction of an mgu of E, to the variables in A. 
Next, from Lemma 3.27, there exist proof trees SRIH , . . . , S,s,,,N of B1 0, . . . , B,,,6 
by P,, such that they are identical to SA,, . . . , S4,,, except for the left-hand sides of 
the equations in the root labels. Similarly, from Lemma 3.27, there exis 
of S/,+,, . . . , SA,,H of A#, . . . , A,,0 by ip)o such that they are identical to 
except for the left-hand sides of the root labels. Let F’ be the proof forest consisting 
of Sl3,fb l l l ‘) &I,,#, S&H, l l - 7 SA,,e, and E’ be the union of 
S 13,H 9 - * - 9 S B,,,H 9 SAzH,. . . 9 SA,,,, and IA = 
{A, = B,,])& From Lemma 3.10, 0 is the re 
in A, since 8 does not substitute urry 0H.V tnrm c*r tk0 .,rpArxklnc in A licbota't+ l.b,III ‘U1 LIrAV VUIIU"IbJ 111 I.. adbk u "22 2::: s?gii 
& and T’ be an mgu of t 
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Fig. 4. Constmction of proof forest for Case 2. 
WCC?,,,) = w&3,*,*)9 
WAJ = w(sAz*), 
cc4,,) = w(S*,,e) 
w(A, a) 2 ~((4 3 AZ,. l l 3 A,), 7) 
= w(F) 
= W(SA,) + W(SA*) +l l l + w(s4,,) 
= w(A,, q)+w&J+- l .+w&,,) 
3 w((B,, . . . , &a), ~,)+w(sA2)+’ l l +w(&,,) 
= W(F,)+w(SA*)+’ l l +w&,) 
= w(Sfj,)+* l l +w(s,,,,~+W(sAZ)+’ l *+w(s4,,) 
= w(§fj,s)+* l l + W(SB,,,@) + w(&,,) + l = = + wN4,,e) 
2 w((B,e,. . . , B,e, A#, . l . , A,$), 7’). 
holds. Further, if the predicate of BO is an old predicate, D satisfies folding condition 
(d), and if not, C does (from Lemma 3.28). Then, from condition (c) of descent 
clause, either 
44 c?‘)> w((A, 3.0 +%,),d or w(Al,at)>w((BI,...,R,),r,) 
holds. Whichever holds, 
w(A,c+)> w((B,0 ,..., I&e, A#,. ..,A,$),r’) 
holds. Thus, Cp is a descent clause of A with answer substitution u in P,+l. 
Cave 3: C is jbk-led. Let D be the folding clause of the form Do:- B1, . . . , 13, 
’ the result of folding. From Lem ithout loss of generality, 
M are instances of , say by an instantiation 
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First, since @ is a descent clause, there exists a proof forest of A,, . . . , 
with answer substitutions 7 by P,, such that the restriction of an mgu of q and 7 
to the variables in A is U. Let F be the minimum proof forest among such proof 
forests, let S,, , . . . , SA,, be F’s component proof trees of A,, . . . , A,, with 
answer substitutions q, . . . , a, by PO, and let El be the union of the label sets 
of SA,, . . . , S,,, and {A = A,}. From Lemma 3.9, u is the restriction of an mgu of 
E, to the variables in A. 
Next, from Lemma 3.26, there exist proof trees SH,, . . . , S13,,, of B, , . . . , B,,, by P,, 
such that they are identical to S,,, . . . , SA,,, except for the left-hand sides of the 
root labels, since B, 0 = A, , . . . , B,,$ = A,,, from foiding condition (a). Let SH,,r, be 
a proof tree obtained by putting a root node labelled with “B,,O = B,,” over 
Sfq 3 l l - 9 SR,,,, let F’ be the proof forest consisting of Snclp, SA,,,+, , . . . , Sn,,, and let 
E’ be the union of the label sets of S,,, ) S,,,, + ,, . . . , SA,, and {A = A,,}. Then, from 
folding condition (b), E, is identical to (E’- {l&,8 = ii?,,)) 8. From Lemma 3.10, u is 
the restriction of an mgu of E’ to the variables in A, since 8 does not substitute 
any term for the variables in A. Let r’ be an mgu of the union of the label sets of 
S BOO 3 S/4,,,*, 9 l l l 9 &,,. Then, F’ is a proof forest of f!I& A,,,+, , . . . , A,, with answer 
substitution T’ by PO such that the restriction of an mgu of q and T’ to the variables 
in A is (7 (see Fig. 5). 
Fig. 5. Construction of proof forest for Case 3. 
Last, let a0 be the answer substitution of SD,,+ Because the predicate of B,,8 is a 
new predicate, the clause used at the root of any proof tree of I?& by PO is in P”ew. 
Further, by folding condition (c), this clause should be Hence, the root label of 
such a proof tree is “BOB = Bo”, and immediate subproofs of such a proof tree are 
proof trees Ss,, . . . 9 Ss,,, of B,, . . . , B,. Since the weight w(B,B, a,) is the minimum 
size of such proof trees and the predicate of & is a new predicate, 
w(B,e, oi,) s w+,) + l l l + w(s,,,,) 
holds. In addition, by folding condition (8) ah- 5 -cl the definition of 
44, d > ~((4, . . . , A,), d 
and from Lemma 3.26, 
. 
. 
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hold. Hence 
~0, a)> NA,, . . . , A,,), d 
== I@*,)+- l ‘+~~(SA,,,)+W(SA,,,+,)+* l l dsA,,~ 
= w(&,)+* l l + w(&3,,,)+ w(&,,,+,b+ l l + w(s,,,) 
2 w(B& uc,)+w(A m-i I’, cp;,,+,)+- l -+w(A,,, u,,) 
2 w(( &R A,,,., , . . .y An), ~7 
:I&& . ‘~vs, C’ is a descent clause of’ A with answer substnution u in P’,+! . . .a 0 
.32 (Preservation of success set). 77re success set of any program in a 
transformation sequence starting from initial program PO is identical to that of PO. 
. From Lemmas 3.30 and 3.31, p;+, is weight complete, and. then from Lemma 
3.29, *M(8,+,)_7)A(pO) for i=& I,... , N - 1. Further, from Lemma 3.14, -lu( P,+I) = 
.lM(P,,) holds for i=O, I,..., N-8. El 
Tk original result by Tamaki and Sato 19, IO] can be derived as a corollary. 
r~~~a~ 3.33 (Preservation of least Herbrand model). The least Herbrand model 
sf any program in a transformation scwence starting from initial program PO is identical 
to that of P,,. 
roof. Let P be a program, M(P) be the set of all the ground atoms Aa such that 
atom-substitution pair (A, v) is included in A!( P‘). Then M(P) is the least Herbrand 
modei of &D, and from Theorem 3.32, AZ(P) is preserved. Thus, the least Herbrand 
model is preserved. El 
reservation of success set widens the safe use of the Prolog programs obtained 
b1.l Tamaki-Sato’s transformation, which is not validated by preservation of least 
erbrand model. For examphe, consider the “setof” predicate of DEC-10 Prolog. 
A call “setof( X, P, S)” means ‘5 is the set of all instances of X such that P succeeds”. 
Two programs axhich are equivalent in the sense of the least Herbrand model 
semantics do n ave in the same way to the “setof” call. For example, 
s PI and AP? we have shown in Section 1. Although 
s are equivalent in the sense of the least erbrand model semantics 
to a query 
?- setof( 
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Pz succeeds with answer substitution (X *ff, Y*[a]), while P, fails. 
when the success sets of programs ar-r ‘Identical, they behave in the same way to 
any “setof” call if the call stops. (Note that the success sets of P, and P2 are not 
identical.) Hence, we can safely 05 ’ a predicate as an argument of “setof” when 
the program for the predicate is obtained by Tamaki-Sato’s transformation. 
In this paper, we have not mentioned the goal replacement rule, whi 
and Sato [9, 10, 1 l] adopted as one of the basic transformation rules. 
that, in application of the goal replacement rule, slightly stronger conditions than 
those by Tamaki and Sato would guarantee the equivalence-preservation in our sense. 
5. Conclusions 
We have shown that Tamaki-Satos unfold,/fold transformation of 
grams preserves equivalence rn a stronger sense than that of the usual least Herbrand 
model semantics, which Tamaki and Sate originally showed. That is, any program 
obtained from an initial program by applying Tamaki-Sato’s transformation returns 
the same ansT’- .*-..r substitutions as the initial program for any given top-level goal. 
Recently, it was proven that any program obtained from an initial program by 
applying Tamaki-Sato’s transformation returns the same answer substitutions rhe 
same number of times as the initial program for any given top-level goal (see [4] 
for the details). 
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